
CHOOSE HOOSIER CRANE

THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING HOOSIER CRANE SERVICE COMPANY
We know there are many options to consider when choosing a service company, but we'll tell you why 

Hoosier Crane is the best.

   We know our products    Expansive parts catalog

   155+ years of service experience

   Family owned business and values

   We price it right

   Engineering expertise

   Trained, certified, and insured    24/7 real person support

MAJOR VENDORS AND PARTS DISTRIBUTORS

   Chicago • Elkhart • Ft. Wayne • Indianapolis



CHOOSE HOOSIER CRANE

TESTIMONIALS
"Upon arrival they hit the ground running, 
showed dedication and professionalism 
from beginning to the end. I congratulate 
you on assembling the fine team that you 
have."

"The job was completed ahead of schedule 
and to our satisfaction. After the cranes 
were installed, Hoosier Crane is still there 
by my side ensuring that our special 
requests are being met."

"They handle our new installations, 
emergency service, annual inspections, 
and parts. In this, they do not sacrifice 
breadth for depth. Each team members 
has many years of experience."

"We appreciate how easy it is to do 
business with your company. You 
catch things that other vendors might 
not. You are very quick with your 
acknowledgments."

"THANK YOU to the entire staff at Hoosier 
Crane for your efforts, kindness, and 
professionalism, we are not sure what we 
would do without you all!"

EVERY PART YOU NEED
Our parts department is built to get you the exact part 
that you need to get the job done. We are master parts 
distributors for CM, Yale, and ShawBox and can get 
parts for nearly any crane or hoist.

IN STOCK CRANE KITS
We keep a great selection of crane kits in stock at our 
shop. This means that we can get them to you faster 
than anyone else. We can ship you the crane kit to 
build yourself or manufacture and install it for you.

EXTENSIVE ONLINE STORE
Our business has grown with the internet. You can now 
purchase hoists, crane kits, radios, parts, and a number 
of other crane and hoists accessories online at 
store.hoosiercrane.com

SERVICE AND INSPECTIONS
A market leader in service and inspections, Hoosier 
Crane's staff has over 155 years of combined 
experience. We started as a company servicing crane 
and hoists and that's still what we're best at.


